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Post subject:

LRH COMM NETWORK INTERNATIONAL
ED NW _26_ PAC 29 JUNE 1979
ALL PAC EXECS AND CREW
_PREGNANCIES AND BABIES IN PAC_
Our Children are our most valuable future resource. Sea Org
children are the future officers and executives of the Sea Org.
LRH says in SCIENCE OF SURVIVAL "...an interest in children
includes
an interest not only in the bearing of the child but in the child's
well being, happiness, mental-state, education and general
future...
The whole future of the race depends on its attitude toward
children."
Currently the execs of the CCO are working to set it up to take
care of our children but the current set up is inadequate for our
existing Sea Org children and far behind the growth of the baby
population in PAC. It is important that CCO be given the chance
to
become set up to ensure our children are cared for optimumly
and
trained for their future. We have alot of work to do on the third
dynamic here in PAC and alot to handle and the time and work
having
to be expended to cope with the expanding baby population at
CCO can
be better directed toward this. Therefore the following rule is
established:
FROM NOW UNTIL THERE ARE ADEQUATE FACILITIES AND
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PERSONNEL FOR THE
CCO AND THAT ORG IS SET UP TO HANDLE BOTH EXISTING SEA
ORG CHILDREN
AND FUTURE EXPANSION, THERE ARE TO BE NO MORE BABIES
OR PREGNANCIES
IN PAC.
This rule will stay in effect until CCO has a new building,
has a full complement of the necessary personnel and an
established
and functioning HCO which can and does continue to put the org
there.
Once these conditions are met, the rule will be lifted.
Any couple violating this rule will be subject to immediate
Fitness Board to determine whether they are sufficiently a facility
differential to their org and the Sea Org to warrant the expense,
manpower and space required to care for their child. If the
Fitness
Board finds that they are not, they will be routed out.
Any person recruited for a PAC Org who has children must be
weighed against his value to the SO versus the expense and
work of
caring for the child or children. For example, a Class VIII who
has
one child would be of sufficient worth to the SO, however, a
Basic
Courses Grad with four children would not necessarily be. Before
any person with children is routed in a CSW showing the
person's
worth and how the org is going to accomodate for the children at
CCO
must be approved through Sr HCO PAC.
This rule is not intended in any way to cut across the Second
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Dynamic of PAC Sea Org members nor is it intented that Sea Org
members
may not have children. It is only until CCO is set up to care for
and accomodate more children.
This rule applies only to further pregnancies, no SO couple
expecting a child is to be fitness boarded because of that. They
and their org however, should do all possible to assist in the
establishment and expansion of the CCO, as should any couple
who
wants to have children. By actually putting CCO there and
setting
it up to establish and expand itself, we will make it possible for
the growth and expansion of Sea Org children, those with us now
and
those of the future.

Susan Jones
D/LCI PRODUCTION
for and approved by
W/O Bess Sullivan
LRH COMM INTERNATIONAL
Approved by
T/D/CO CMO PAC
for the
BOARDS OF DIRECTORS
of the
CHURCHES OF SCIENTOLOGY
BDCS:JW:BS:SJ:cej
This is a copy of the document as disseminated by Andreas.
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So its not an original, nonetheless the underlying tone is worse
that Draconian. Mikey correctly identified it as a PAC document.
LRH may have signed off on it however.
Authorship of many documents may be confusing to
non-"ex-Scientologists" as just about everything has an "LRH" on
it.[/size:acaa23f71f]
_________________
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